
“Wise, perceptive, and poignant,

Ledger of the Open Hand reminds us that

desire is immeasurable and love finds

its own balance.”
– A N I A S Z A D O , A U T H O R O F S T U D I O S A I N T- E X

Ledger Of tHE OpEn HAnD

Book Club
Q U E S T I O N S

With wit and remarkable insight, Ledger of the Open Hand explores the
intimate power of money and emotional debt, revealing the fictions we create

around our lives and asking if love can be treated as a balance sheet.

L E S L I E V R Y E N H O E K

1. Meriel-Claire (MC) has strong reactions to financial matters. What
factors influenced her feelings toward money? What do you think money
represents to her?

2. Aer Daneen financially subsidizes MC for the first time, MC thinks
“Maybe everything is about accumulation, about how things add up and
liability compounds, day aer day, year aer year.” How does this idea of
accumulation play out in the story and in the structure of the novel?

3. How would you characterize the power dynamic in MC’s friendship
with Daneen? Does this change over the course of the novel?

4. MC, Doris and Don have very different reactions to Daneen’s first book,
Hidden Bargains, which is clearly based on the Elgin family. What do their
reactions reveal about the characters? As a reader, how did you feel about
Daneen using the family dynamic as fodder for her fiction?

5. How do MC’s saving and spending styles impact her relationship with
others (e.g. Gord, Roger)?

6. Why does MC feel impoverished, even though she had the insurance
money—and why does she have such a hard time claiming and spending
that money?

7. MC’s mother, her colleagues and Roger all believe she is miserly. On
occasions when MC does something to help another, her generosity is
oen disregarded. Yet her father calls her generous just for listening.
Do you think MC is generous or tightfisted—or both?

8. In what ways are the novel’s characters redefined or misunderstood by
others?

9. What is the significance of Meriel-Claire’s shiing name?

10. When Daneen appropriates Joanne’s story, MC struggles to figure out “just
what offense had occurred” and whether she is in any way responsible.
Do you think an offense occurred, that Daneen committed the, or do
you agree with her that she did Joanne a favour by shining up the story and
giving it to the world?

11. Do you think MC’s acquiescence to Daneen over the years helped pave
the way for Daneen to behave as she does?

12. What do you think of Don’s religious and spiritual quest? Do you see
parallels to MC’s quest in the novel?
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